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Abstract  

 

European Union plays an important role in multilateral organizations in the world. UK 

has taken a decision to leave EU. This is named as Brexit referendum in 2016. United 

Kingdom leaves EU for several reasons. This research is meant to find the reasons why 

UK left the EU and to understand its future prospects. The research has been conducted 

in a qualitative approach by analyzing secondary data found through academic journals, 

books, research papers and statistics. The analysis of these data shows several realities 

concerning this issue. Once a year more than 300000 immigrates are coming to UK 

because of which UK decreased their job opportunities. Also as a member of the EU, 

UK pays 350£ million every week. The counter campaign believed that it will be more 

useful to use the money for the sustainability in National Health Service. While UK 

staying as a member in EU, it should consider about immigration problems, unless 

immigration percentage will be more in near future. The former Prime Minister was not 

able to successfully promote the reasons why UK should continue to be with EU which 

made his policy decisions quite unreliable. In addition the Golden Brown and Sadiq 

Khan issue spread the situation to a conflict level. Alen Jonson and Jeramy Corbin 

were not supported by others. Cameron favouring Bremain campaign by Boris Jonson 

also tarnished his image. The senior citizens population in UK is high with nationalistic 

opinions and imperialist thoughts. Due to these reasons the UK should stand as a 

sovereign state and be independent in political and economic aspects. Considering 

about the Brexit, there are positive impacts like sovereignty, freedom to go outside the 

common Agricultural Policy and the booming of the fishing industry. There will also 

be no more contribution to the EU budget. However there are also negative impacts 

like a hard hit economy after withdrawing from the EU and safety issues.  
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